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The Digital Landing Page is where instructors and students can purchase and access Norton digital learning
tools. This page provides a visual overview of the Digital Landing Pages in order to quickly familiarize users with
the student view.
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The Digital Landing Page

1. Click on the Sign in or Register link to login, register, or purchase access to the digital resources for your

textbook.

2. Click on the Purchase Options button to view all of the purchasing options for your textbook without

needing to fill in account information.

3. Click on the Sign In, Register a Code, or Purchase Access button to login, register, or purchase access to the

digital resources for your textbook.

4. Click on a resource tile to view demo activities or chapters and a complete list of all of the available



assignments or chapters for each resource.

5. If you are new to using Norton digital resources, click on the Getting Started tile.

Resource Tile (not logged in)

1. Click on the Digital Resources link to return to the Digital Landing Page for your textbook.

2. Click on the Sign in or Register link to login, register, or purchase access to the digital resources for your

textbook.

3. Click on the Sign In, Register a Code, or Purchase Access button to login, register, or purchase access to the

digital resources for your textbook.

4. Click on any of the Demo buttons to view demo assignments or chapters without needing to register or

purchase access.

5. Available assignments or chapters will appear as black hyperlinks. Click on the title to launch the

assignment or chapter. You will be prompted to login to access resources that are not available as demos.

Logged In as a Student



1. Click on the gear icon in the upper right corner to view the account tools.

2. Click on a resource tile to view the assignment list or table of contents for the selected resource. If you are a

member of a Student Set and your instructor has set a Grades Accepted Until (GAU) date for an assignment

that falls within the next 7 days, you will see a notification icon on the resource's tile. The number in the

yellow circle represents how many assignments within that resource have a GAU that occurs within the

next 7 days.

3. Click on the Getting Started tile to view getting started materials specifically designed for students.

Assignment List

The Assignment List or Table of Contents for each digital resource may vary slightly from the image and
descriptions below.



1. Click on the Digital Resources link to return to the Digital Landing Page for your textbook.

2. Click on the gear icon in the upper right corner to view the account tools.

3. Your average grade for all of the assignments you have completed and submitted so far will be displayed.

4. The Assignment Title column displays the titles of each assignment or chapter. If you are a member of a

Student Set, only the assignments that your instructor has assigned Grades Accepted Until (GAU) dates

will be displayed. The assignments will be displayed in order of their GAUs. The remainder of the

assignments that your instructor has not assigned can be viewed by clicking the Show Unassigned Items

button located near the bottom left of the Assignment List. Click on the column header to sort the

assignments in numerical order, either ascending or descending.

5. The Grades Accepted Until column displays the Grades Accepted Until (GAU) dates for each assignment. If

your instructor has not given an assignment a GAU, it will not be listed in the Assignment List. Click on the

column header to sort the assignments by GAU, either ascending or descending.

6. The Time Spent (MM:SS) column displays the time you spent completing an assignment or reading a

chapter of the ebook. Click on the column header to sort the assignments or chapters by your completion

time, either ascending or descending.

7. The Score column displays your current score for each assignment. Click on the column header to sort the

assignments by your score, either ascending or descending.

8. The Grade column displays your current grade for each assignment. If the grade column is blank, you have

not yet answered the minimum number of questions required to receive a grade. Click on the column

header to sort the assignments by your grade, either ascending or descending.

9. If you have successfully completed an assignment with 100% prior to the passage of the GAU, there will be

a green checkmark badge to the left of the assignment's title. If you have completed an assignment but did

not score 100%, there will not be a green checkmark. Look in the Grade column and if there is a grade

displayed in that column, you have completed that particular assignment and received the score shown in



the Grade column. Green checkmark badges will only appear to the left of assignments where you scored

100%.

10. If the GAU has passed for an assignment, the title will be displayed as standard text. Since the GAU has

passed, you can still access the assignment but you will not be able to receive a grade or improve an

existing grade.

11. Any assignments that have a GAU that occurs within the next 7 days will be displayed as bold, yellow text.

12. Any assignments that have a GAU that occurs in the next 8 days or longer will be displayed as bold, black

text.

13. To view all of the available assignments, even those that your instructor has not assigned, click on the Show

Unassigned Items button found at the bottom of the Assignment List. Click on the Hide Unassigned Items

button that appears to view only the assignments that your instructor has assigned. Unassigned

assignments will be displayed as standard, black text and not assigned will be displayed in the Grades

Accepted Until column.


